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ABSTRACT

1

The sheer number of tools, languages, and environments (TLEs)
used in computing education has proliferated in the last few years
as more tools are developed to meet new demands of the growing
amount of K-12 computing education that has been undertaken.
However, there is little formalized language at either the K-12 or
post-secondary level that provides for a way to classify these TLEs
for discussing research and for classifying in databases.
In this research study, we step through a formal process for
building a taxonomy for TLEs. As part of the supporting research,
we first discuss the importance of taxonomies and classification
systems in computing education, provide a formal method for building a taxonomy, and provide working definitions of TLEs based on
previous literature. This is followed by a systematic literature review using a widely-accepted methodology for finding articles that
have examined TLEs in primary, secondary, and post-secondary
computing education. This literature review focuses on studies that
looked at multiple TLEs and specifically attempted to classify or
categorize them. We then propose a new taxonomy for classifying
TLEs and provide definitions and samples for each category. This is
followed by a discussion of the next steps in vetting the taxonomy
and the challenges and issues that need to be considered when
evaluating it for classifying TLEs in computing education.

As defined by Whittaker and Breininger, a taxonomy is “... a controlled vocabulary with each term having hierarchical (broader and
narrower) and equivalent (synonymous) relationships. Because of
its hierarchical nature, a taxonomy imposes a topical structure on
information.” [73, p. 2] One of the earliest, well-known and widelyused taxonomies relates to the sciences. Linnaeus’s 18th century
taxonomy names, defines and classifies groups of organisms across
the biological life sciences [15], which remains as the basis for the
U.S. National Institutes of Health Taxonomy database [51]. Likewise, Dewey (1876) decimal classification for data also represents a
taxonomy that is still embedded in libraries today [20]. Ontologies,
closely related to taxonomies, provide "...a hierarchically structured
set of terms for describing a domain that can be used as a skeletal
foundation for a knowledge base" [67]. They can be used to define
"...the basic terms and relations comprising the vocabulary of a
topic area, as well as the rules for combining terms and relations to
define extensions to the vocabulary" [52, p. 2].
More recently, taxonomies have moved well beyond their initial
usage in biology and have been integrated across many disciplines,
such as user experience, e-commerce, marketing, and interactive
media [44, 69, 71]–essentially, digital data that are stored in a database or represented in an interface and that requires a logical grouping. Taxonomies and other types of classifications of computing
education data have been studied over the last several decades
[31, 37, 39]. A subset of these studies have focused on tools, languages, and environments (TLEs), such as Singh (1990), Price et al.
(1993), Wright and Cockburn (2003), Kelleher and Pausch (2005),
and Gómez-Albarrán (2005) [28, 35, 58, 64, 74].
The sheer number of TLEs used in K-12 computing education
has proliferated in the last few years as more tools are developed
to meet new demand [45]. However, as more are created, how we
refer to TLEs with similar characteristics have not been defined in a
systematic way nor have the few classifiers in use (e.g., block-based,
tangible computing, etc.) been examined closely to know if they
consider future expansion and adaptability as the field changes,
two key issues raised by Price et al. [58]. To explore this further,
for this study we adopted the following research questions:
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INTRODUCTION

• What taxonomies exist for TLES?
• What would a modern taxonomy of TLEs contain?
For the first phase of this study, we examine taxonomies that have
been created for TLEs in the past few decades through a systematic
literature review, followed by a proposed taxonomy of TLEs, replete
with definitions and examples. We provide here a summary of the
importance of taxonomies, a description of the methodology we
used to form the taxonomy, a working definition of TLEs for this

study, the Systematic Literature Review (SLR) for identifying past
literature for related taxonomies, and a summary of how we built
the taxonomy. This is followed by the proposed taxonomy and a
discussion. We then provide an overview of the next phase of this
study, reflecting on the need to gather evidence of the proposed
taxonomy’s validity throughout the broader computing education
research community.

2

TAXONOMY IMPORTANCE AND USAGE

In general, taxonomies are now heavily used in information management, due to their importance and usefulness for adding to
databases and keyword tagging to make information storage and
retrieval manageable and to present data hierarchically [72]. In
research, lack of common terminology can result in fragmentation
of a field with researchers using differing sets of terminology [22].
This has the potential of leading to a duplication of efforts, since
researchers searching by keywords using their own terminology
may be quite different than those in published articles. Taxonomies
can provide a way to mitigate these problems by mapping the field
so research studies share common vocabulary that is consistent and
persistent in the field, thereby preventing a proliferation of various
synonyms [5, 22]. Likewise, [16] (2003) believed classifications are
valuable "...to achieve preciseness and economy in making generalizations," [16] while they can also be used to guide future research
[46].
Closer to education research and practice, several notable taxonomies exist, including Bloom’s and SOLO taxonomies for describing processes involved in cognition and learning [8, 9]. Bloom
believed that "...his taxonomy could serve, among other things,
to provide a common language of reference, defining educational
goals, and provide a panorama of educational possibilities" [37, p.
8]. These taxonomies have been widely researched and used within
computing education and, in part, they illustrate their importance
as Bloom anticipated [23, 27, 34, 38, 39, 70].
Taxonomies can provide a way to identify affordances, as well
as advantages and disadvantages of TLEs, lending themselves as a
framework for assessing whether a particular TLE is suitable to a
specific teaching scenario as well as evaluating and comparing TLEs
[10, 11, 49, p. 1222]. They can also be used to direct the design of
future digital systems by pinpointing gaps that could be potentially
met by new or enhanced systems [46].
Kelleher and Pausch’s (2005) reasons for building a taxonomy
of programming environments and languages are rooted in their
desire to identify the sociological factors that prevent students from
learning programming [35]. Their efforts were made in order to
identify which TLEs addressed barriers to learning, including mechanical barriers that place unnecessary cognitive load on learners,
as well as the gaps in these systems. Malmi et al. discuss several
classifications of tools, noting the need for structure in this area
and providing their own groupings and definitions of tools [41].
Finally, taxonomies "...enable the development of IS research
databases with high levels of user performance characteristics" [5,
p. 299]. In various ways, the taxonomies mentioned reflect on Linnaeus’s efforts of naming, defining, and then classifying groups of
items that have similar characteristics. Though all of these reasons

provided above are important, our primary motivations for undertaking this research study is to enable the structuring of data using
agreed upon keywords within a large dataset for computer science
education researchers [5] and to update older taxonomies to reflect
modern TLEs currently infiltrating primary and secondary computing education. Our work is part of larger work similar to Kelleher
and Pausch [35] and reflects our efforts to determine where the
gaps are in meeting the needs of the CS for All community working
to promote effective CS learning across primary and secondary
education.

3

METHODOLOGY

Gavrilova et al. (2005) proposed an algorithm for the development
of an ontology, which are closely related to taxonomies. These
steps included developing a glossary, laddering, desintegration,
categorizing, and refining the ontology [24, p. 2]. Various forms
of taxonomies can be dynamically created from databases or sets
of data using tools that leverage natural language processing and
statistical clustering [72]. Datasets that lend themselves well to
auto-generated taxonomies are keyword focused and typically welldefined, such as corporate documents that already have topics and
subtopics from which hierarchies can be formed. There are also
examples of taxonomies being created from keywords, such as in
Engineering Education Research [22]. Turning to steps for creating
a taxonomy for our study, we follow steps provided by Whittaker
and Breininger [73], who specify seven steps to creating a taxonomy
for managing knowledge:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Determine requirements
Identify concepts
Develop draft taxonomy
Review with users and subject matter experts
Refine taxonomy
Apply taxonomy to content
Manage and maintain taxonomy

For the purposes of this phase of our research study, we explored
steps 1 through 3 of the Whittaker and Breininger framework to
develop a taxonomy for TLEs. These are described below with their
corresponding sections in this paper:
• Section 4: Identify the concepts by providing a broad definition of tools, languages, and environments
• Section 5: Develop requirements for this study via a systematic literature review (SLR) of existing taxonomies for
TLEs
• Section 6: Identify and define the concepts of the taxonomy
based on the results of the SLR
• Sections 7: Develop a draft taxonomy, including names, definitions, and examples of the targeted TLEs based on the
requirements and concepts
• Sections 8 & 9: Define next steps in gathering evidence of
validity and reliability of the taxonomy (including steps 4-7
above)
This methodology provided us with the necessary steps to execute in order to answer our research questions. Since the first two
steps are closely related, we chose to provide a working definition
for TLEs first, then examine requirements.

4

WORKING DEFINITION OF TLES

Providing formal definitions of TLEs is a challenging task that
could warrant a separate SLR with many months of work and, at
its conclusion, may not prove useful to this task. In this section,
we loosely cover several definitions and then provide a working
definition for TLEs that we refer to throughout the rest of this study.
Al-Abri et al. (2017) define a tool as "...the instrument which is
necessary to complete the purpose of the task based on the method
applied" [2, p. 884]. In the context of computing education, Malmi
et al. focus on digital tools, forming them as software applications,
web applications providing some service, software frameworks, or
definition languages [41]. While Malmi et al. restrict their overview
of software tools to those that do not include physical computing or
other unplugged activities (like CS Unplugged), others include these
as tools per Al-Abri et al.. Horn and Bers (2019) explore the term tangible computing as including digital manipulatives, representation
of computer code through the use of physical objects, those that
blend movement, action, and physical space through programming,
robots, and crafted materials like E-textiles [32]. They also provide
a broad classification, including smart block languages, tangible
demonstration languages, and externally compiled languages.
Though not limited to computing education, Deek and McHugh
(1999) defines programming environments, or what we often refer
to now as interactive development environments, as "...systems
used by programmers to develop and test programs" [19, p 133]
These environments are a collection of "...tools that can be used in
program construction, compilation, testing, and debugging: editors,
language compilers, pre-coded function libraries, linking loaders,
parsers, tracers, and debuggers" [19, p. 133].
With many tools, programming languages, and development
environments in computing education, it is easy to identify and
separate each. Python, for example, is a language. NotePad++, Sublime, and Emacs are tools for editing code. However, an integrated
development environment (IDE) could support just one language,
with the language being inseparable from the IDE, such as Scratch,
making it impossible to break apart languages and environments
[30]. In computational thinking, unplugged activities and physical
manipulatives may be used and have shown to be effective [32].
Since there has not yet been a comprehensive definition that
captures all of the learning aids we have discovered that have been
included in research studies, we have chosen to use the phrase "tools,
languages,and environments" to "...broadly capture those formal
materials that have been studied in research studies or mentioned
in experience reports as part of the overall student experience"
which we have collected in ongoing research [45].
Materials is a term used to capture many forms of general media
(e.g. textbooks, wikis, and forums). These are sometimes the subject
of computer science education research or experience reports and
as such could be classified as a TLE. We are aware that identifying
products designed for primary and secondary education requires 1)
a broad definition of tools, languages, and environments that reflect
the rich set of past and current research and 2) be broad enough to
capture near-future aids used for learning computer science. We
also recognize that digital textbooks can incorporate editing and
run-time environments, which can further conflate any process
that attempts to separate these terms.

5

SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW

To develop the requirements and answer our first research question,
it was necessary to consider the research and taxonomies that
have been previously published. We chose to conduct a systematic
literature review (SLR) in accordance with the Khan et al. framework
[36]. This five-step process includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Step 1: Framing questions for a review
Step 2: Identifying relevant work
Step 3: Assessing the quality of studies
Step 4: Summarizing the evidence
Step 5: Interpreting the findings

For the remainder of this section, we provide an in-depth review
of our steps used in this SLR.

5.1

SLR Step 1: Framing questions for a review

We first established a free-form question based on the goals for
this research. The free-form question directly aligns with our first
research question, but with more clarity: What are the previously
established taxonomies and classifications of tools, languages, and
environments used in computing education research?
We then derived the structured questions from the free-form
question, breaking them apart into Khan et al.’s categories. Since
the framework is primarily for interventions rather than theories,
we modified that category to accommodate our needed analysis
work:
• Population: Computer science education researchers, with a
focus of K-12 CS education researchers
• Interventions or exposures: Reclassified as investigation into
tools, languages, and environments (TLEs) used in computing education
• Outcomes: a taxonomy, hierarchy, or classification of TLEs
• Study design: review articles that propose a grouping, classification, or hierarchy of TLEs, and/or an in-depth review of
available TLEs that produce (as a by-product) some grouping
For the study design, we were aware of articles that propose
taxonomies of TLEs. We were also aware through our previous
work that groupings and classifications may appear in articles,
though they were not the original intent of the research being
reported. Further, though we were particularly focused on TLEs for
K-12 CS education, there are relatively fewer TLEs and taxonomies
at this level. In addition, there is considerable overlap between TLEs
designed for late secondary and early post-secondary learners. For
these reasons, we included taxonomy work borne from all levels.

5.2

SLR Step 2: Identifying relevant work

For step 2 of the methodology, we established our selection criteria a priori from our resesarch questions. We chose to search the
following publication venue libraries to make the search extensive:
ACM Digital Library (limited to the ACM Full-Text Collection),
IEEE Explore, and Google Scholar.
We established four search criteria to be executed across the
three libraries:
• Search 1: Education AND “Programming language” AND
(hierarchy OR classification OR taxonomy)

• Search 2: Education AND (Tools or languages or environments) AND (hierarchy OR classification OR taxonomy)
• Search 3: “computer science” AND education AND (hierarchy OR classification OR taxonomy)
• Search 4: Education AND (“Integrated Development Environment” OR IDE) AND (hierarchy OR classification OR
taxonomy)
Our goal was to include the first 50 articles found in each search,
which would result in 600 articles to review (minus duplicates).
Upon conducting the four searches in the ACM Digital Library, we
discovered through analysis that the AND Boolean logic operator
did not appear to be working as is expected for a logic statement.
For example, a search of the first returned article in the fourth
search criteria, stripped down to simply Education AND "Integrated
Development Environment" AND Classification resulted in 268
results. However, when the first result returned was examined, the
word “Classification” did not appear in the article, inferring that
the AND operator is treated as the Boolean operator OR.
Since we were skeptical of these results, we performed the
searches on Google Scholar. After seeing that the results of the
first search criteria included articles from both ACM and IEEE publication venues, and seeing familiar and relevant articles (e.g. Kelleher and Pausch), we changed our strategy to only search Google
Scholar, but expanded the number of articles to the top 100 results
returned, which would then give us a total of 400 articles (minus
duplicates) to review.
We placed all articles in a Google spreadsheet so we could identify and remove duplicates. The titles and authors of the results
provided some assurance that they were falling into the scope of
our desired literature. The searches were conducted in March, 2020.
Of the 400 articles, 33 duplicates were found, leaving 367 articles. Of
these duplicates, none appeared in the results of all four searches,
but the following three appeared across three of the searches:
• Kelleher, C., & Pausch, R. (2005). Lowering the barriers to
programming: A taxonomy of programming environments
and languages for novice programmers. ACM Computing
Surveys (CSUR), 37(2), 83-137.
• Rongas, T., Kaarna, A., & Kalviainen, H. (2004, August). Classification of computerized learning tools for introductory
programming courses: learning approach. In IEEE International Conference on Advanced Learning Technologies, 2004.
Proceedings. (pp. 678-680). IEEE.
• Tomei, L. A. (2005). Taxonomy for the technology domain.
In Taxonomy for the Technology Domain (pp. 89-108). IGI
Global.
This gave us additional assurance that we were collecting the data
that we intended.
After consideration, we determined that the inclusion criteria
for articles would be one or more of the following:
• Contained any discussion on tools, languages, or environments in the context of computing education
• Contained any discussion on the relevance or importance of
taxonomies in the context of computing education
Next, we went through each of the remaining 367 articles to
determine whether or not they met our inclusion criteria. As we
reviewed articles, it became clear that our second criteria was too

limiting. We then changed the criterion to "Contained any discussion of taxonomies in the context of computing education" and
re-reviewed articles where necessary and applied the new criterion to articles that were still under review. This broader criterion
would enable us to capture additional articles that might serve as
models of creating taxonomies while at the same time encompass
any articles that also created taxonomies of TLEs within computer
science education.
Since inter-rater and intra-rater reliability can change across
time [7], we adopted the following methodology to mitigate these
issues:
• We examined the first 75 articles together over a three-day
period to see if they met our search criteria, discussing any
discrepancies.
• We then examined a unique set of 25 articles independently,
for a total of 50 articles.
• After reviewing the articles independently, we met daily to
discuss and address any issues that arose during our independent reviews.
• We then examined the next 10 articles together.
• We repeated the last three steps until all articles were reviewed.
Thus, we examined 115 together and 126 each independently.
By reviewing 10 articles together at regular daily intervals and
discussing any discrepancies in our work performed individually,
we were able to provide greater assurance that our method of
evaluating the articles against our inclusion criteria remained the
same. Of the 367 articles, we found 60 met the first criteria, 65 met
the second criteria, and 24 of these met both criteria, for a total of
77 articles remaining to be assessed in Step 3.

5.3

SLR Step 3: Assessing the quality of studies

For assessing the quality of the studies, we examined all remaining
77 articles more deeply to determine if their content contributed
to the building of a modern taxonomy and whether or not the
study was of high-quality. For heterogeneity and suitability, we
determined whether each article discussed taxonomies in relation to
TLEs. For quality, we examined the publication venue to determine
if it was of acceptable quality (e.g. ACM digital library, IEEE digital
library, or other journals or publication venues that have a formal
review process).
We examined 10 of the 77 articles together, then divided the
remaining to assess independently. After assessing them independently, together we discussed any discrepancies or questions that
we had regarding our own set. Once the discrepancies were resolved, we identified 19 articles that qualified for inclusion in the
next step [6, 28, 31, 33, 35, 40, 42, 43, 50, 54–56, 60–63, 65, 74, 75].
5.3.1 Step3A: Ancestry Searches. Before proceeding with Step 4,
we reflected on the 19 articles and questioned whether or not this
represented a complete set. For example, missing from these 19
was the recent work by Malmi et al. [41], which is an important
work to consider. Likewise, Horn and Bers (2019) [32] report on
Tangible Computing was also missing from the list. In addition, the
authors were aware of two evaluation instruments measuring the
K-12 computing education enacted curriculum that use classifiers
for TLEs [4, 21] that were relevant to our study.

We then performed an ancestry search to review the references
of all 19 articles plus Malmi et al.’s and Horn and Bers’ work, and
determine if there were additional articles from these that could
be relevant to our study. Upon review, we found an additional 13
articles that were added to our list of qualifying articles [3, 12–
14, 18, 30, 47, 48, 57–59, 64, 66].1 Thus, we added an additional 17
articles to be reviewed in Step 4, for a total of 36 articles.

5.4

SLR Step 4: Summarizing the evidence

Of the 36 articles we found through this SLR, we examined each
to determine what each article offered with respect to taxonomy,
classification, or ontology of TLEs for computing education. The
original categories as defined by the authors of these articles are
reported in Tables 1 and 2 for ease of reading and referencing, and
we discuss the findings in Section 5.5.
During this step, we eliminated Louca and Zacharia [40] because
their classification of languages was in only two categories: textual
and graphical, without further categorizations. We felt that those
categorizations of languages were well represented by many of
the other taxonomies and we did not include their work in the
tables. Myers has two papers in the SLR results [47, 48] that both
present the same taxonomy. The Myers taxonomy is only listed once
in the summary table. The same situation occurs for Rongas and
Kalviainen [60, 61], where again there were two papers uncovered
in the SLR that present the same taxonomy, leaving 33 distinct
taxonomies summarized by the tables.

5.5

SLR Step 5: Interpreting the findings

Step 5 of the systematic literature review is named "Interpreting
the findings", however, it actually calls for the SLR researchers to
determine whether or not the overall summary (provided in Step 4)
can be trusted. For our SLR, each step was completed in a thorough
manner, with reflection and discussion during each step. Heterogeneity was achieved throughout proper implementation of each of
the steps, and we have noted when and why we have included (as
well as excluded) articles. Through regular discussions throughout
the entire process and careful adherence to procedures of the SLR,
we conclude that any biases regarding the publications are limited
in scope. We explored limitations of our initial assessment of the
quality of the studies, and added an additional substep to perform
an ancestry search. We also added additional recent materials that
we were familiar with that were not on the list and performed an
ancestry on these materials as well. We further ensured that each
article or other material reviewed was of high quality, with many of
the articles published in ACM and IEEE journals and conferences.
Therefore, we have a strong level of assurance that the literature
referenced in Section 5.4 contains a thorough, heterogeneous set of
articles that are ready for further analysis for building a taxonomy.

6

BUILDING THE TAXONOMY

To build the taxonomy, we worked together and took the results
of the 136 categories defined in the 33 distinct taxonomies from
the SLR (those shown in Tables 1 and 2) and placed each of the
1 Three

books that appeared to contain information on visual programming languages
[25, 26, 29] were also cited by other studies, but we were unable to secure copies for
this study and did not include these in our analysis.

categories in separate rows in a spreadsheet. We then examined
each individually to determine if there was overlap among the
categories. In many cases, we needed to search for the context of
the taxonomy from the original article, considering its age and the
terminology used which varied across studies. In other cases, we
had to determine if they were trying to define the same category
as another article’s, but just named differently.
Upon completion, we had defined 66 new categories that captured all 136 original categories, and we added these 66 to a new
worksheet. Studying these, we saw that some categories were system features (e.g., cost, ease of use, supports collaborative learning),
while others were oriented toward common descriptors of programming environments (e.g., block-based programming, text-based programming). To further group these categories and eliminate those
that were only tangentially related to our goals, we borrowed from
Burnett and Baker’s arrangement of five categories of visual programming languages [14]: Taxonomy, Features, Implementation
Issues, Purpose, and Theory. This gave us a way to clarify whether
or not each of 66 categories could be represented in a new taxonomy or perhaps another category (e.g., implementation issues such
as which operating system it needed to operate). This grouping
resulted in 27 categories classified as actual TLE Taxonomy (see
Table 3), while others were better suited for one of the other Burnett
and Baker categories.
Our next step was to examine the 27 categories identified as
Taxonomy and determine similarities and differences. Our goal was
to see if there were natural groups among the categories. Working together through a lengthy process of discussion and debate,
our work culminated in two major components: the Engagement
& Empowerment Medium and the Digital Programming Environment Dimensions. We immediately saw that the groupings derived
from these 33 articles in part reflected work performed by Kelleher
and Pausch [35], though interpreted differently. The taxonomy is
presented in the next section (7) and further discussion of these
differences follows in Section 8.

7

PROPOSED TAXONOMY

As mentioned in section 6, we found two major groups through our
analysis, Engagement & Empowerment Medium (hereafter referred
to as E&E Medium) and Digital Programming Environment Dimensions (hereafter referred to as Dimensions). The taxonomy for the
E&E Medium group contains Non-programming Environments and
Programming Environments (see Figure 1). Non-programming environments are defined as CS/Computational Thinking (CT)-Specific
or Non-CS/CT Specific, and each of these can have subcategories
of Digital or Non-digital (see Table 4). Programming environments
can be defined as General Purpose, Device, Simulation, Digital Media, Data Manipulation, Smart Blocks, Visualization of Computing
Processes and Finite State Machine (see Table 5).
Dimensions consist of the dimensions of the environments and
are represented orthogonal to the E&E Medium. Dimensions consist
of Automated Assessment and Submission Tools, Gamified Systems, Integrated Development Environments, Teaching Systems,
and Sandbox Systems (see Table 6).
We present these two groupings across Tables 4, 5, and 6, including definitions and examples. To ensure the taxonomy is relevant

Table 1: Summarizing the evidence, presented by ascending years, 1986-2005.
Author (Year) [Ref]

Subject of Taxonomy

Main categories defined

Myers (1986,1990) [47, 48]

Visual Programming and
Program Visualization

Dart et al. (1987) [18]

Software Development
Environments
Algorithm Animation
Displays
Software Development
Environments
Graphical Support for
Programming
Software Visualizations
Software Development
Environments
Software Visualization
Program Visualization
Systems
Visual Programming
Languages

(1) Taxonomy of programming systems: Visual programming or not,
Example-based programming or not, Interpretive or compiled (orthogonal
criteria) (2) Classification of Specification Technique: Textual languages,
Flowcharts, Flowchart derivatives, Petri nets, Data flow graphs, Directed
graphs, Graph derivatives, Matrices, Jigsaw puzzle pieces, Forms, Iconic
sentences, Spreadsheets, Demonstrational, None (3) Taxonomy of Program
Visualization Systems: Code, Data, Algorithm
Language-centered; Structure-oriented; Toolkit; Method-based

Brown (1988) [12]
Perry et al. (1988) [57]
Singh (1990) [64]
Stasko et al. (1992) [66]
Mancoridis (1993) [42]
Price et al. (1993) [58]
Roman et al. (1993) [59]
Burnett (1994) [14]

Green et al. (1996) [30]

Cognitive Dimensions of
Visual Programming
Environments

Naps et al. (2002) [50]

Learner Engagement with
Visualization Technology
Computer Architecture
Visualizations
Programming
Environments

Yehezkel (2002) [75]
Wright et al. (2003) [74]

Beckwith et al. (2004) [6]
Rongas et al. (2004) [60, 61]

Gómez-Albarrán (2005)
[28]
Ihantola et al. (2005) [33]

Kelleher et al. (2005) [35]

Gender Difference Relevant
to End User Programming
Computerized Learning
Tools for Introductory
Programming Courses
Tools to Support the
Teaching and Learning of
Programming
Ability of Systems to
Create Algorithm
Visualizations Effortlessly
Programming
Environments and
Languages for Novice
Programmers

Content; Persistence; Transformation
Individual; Family; City; State
Programming; Visualization
Aspect; Abstractness; Animation; Automation
Scale; Genericity; Integration; History
Scope; Content; Form; Interaction; Effectiveness
Scope; Abstraction; Specification Method; Interface; Presentation
Environments and Tools for VPLs; Language Classifications; Language
Features; Language Implementation Issues; Language Purpose; Theory of
VPLs
Abstraction gradient; Closeness of mapping; Consistency; Diffuseness;
Error-proneness; Hard mental operations; Hidden dependencies;
Premature commitment; Progressive evaluation; Role-expressiveness;
Secondary notation; Viscosity; Visibility
No viewing; Viewing; Responding; Changing; Constructing; Presenting
Scope of Operation; Content Modeling; Presentation Methods; Activity
Styles
Level one: How many languages exist in environment; Level Two: How
user manipulates the languages: Reading programs, Writing programs,
Watching programs run; Also identified gulfs where the three tasks are
supported differently: expression, representation, visualization
Confidence; Support; Motivation
Support for Problem Solving; Syntax; Semantics; Pragmatics; Support for
Self-Study; Support for Teacher; Suitablity for a Newcomer
Tools with a Reduced Development Environment; Example-based
Environments; Tools Based on Visualization; Simulation Environments
Scope; Integrability; Interaction: producer-system interaction,
visualization-consumer interaction
Teaching Systems: Mechanics of Programming, Make Programming
Concrete, Learning Support; Empowering Systems: Mechanics of
Programming, Activities Enhanced by Programming

Table 2: Summarizing the evidence, presented by ascending years, 2006-2020.

Author (Year) [Ref]

Subject of Taxonomy

Main categories defined

Hernán-Losada et al.
(2006) [31]

Creating Tools Mapped to
Bloom’s Taxonomy

Knowledge-quizzes; Comprehension-translate, predict, but no methods;
Application-problems posed can be solved directly by applying given
methods; Analysis-decompose a program into its constituent parts,
examine its relations, studying different possibilities; Synthesis-tools to
solve problems by means of any solution; Evaluation-tools must be able to
compare different alternatives

Parker et al. (2006) [55]

Selecting a Language for
Introductory Programming
Courses

Software Cost; Programming Language Acceptance in Academia;
Programming Language Industry Penetration; Software Characteristics;
Student-Friendly Features; Language Pedagogical Features; Language
Intent; Language Design; Language Paradigm; Language Support and
Required Training; Student Experience

Pears et al. (2007) [56]

Research on Tools in
Introductory Programming
Literature

Visualization Tools; Automated Assessment Tools; Programming
Environments; Programming Support Tools; Microworlds; Other Tools

Mason et al. (2012) [43]

Programming Languages

Procedural; Functional; Object-oriented; Mixture

Orehovački et al. (2012)
[54]

Web 2.0 Applications with
Educational Potential

Function of Application; Cognitive Processes from Revised Bloom’s
Taxonomy

Sorva et al. (2013) [65]

Program Visualization
Systems for Introductory
Programming Education

Extends Naps et. al taxonomy [50] to include another dimension: Content
Ownership: Given Content, Own Cases, Modified Content, Own Content

Brusilovsky et al. (2014)
[13]

Smart Learning Content

Dimensions; Pedagogical Content

Saito et al. (2017) [62]

Programming Learning
Tools for Children

Style of Programming; Programming Constructs; Representation of Code;
Construction of Programs; Support to understand programs; Designed
accessible languages; Game elements; Supporting language; Operating
Environments; Interface; Experience

Angel-Fernandez et al.
(2018) [3]

Educational Robotics

Robotics as Learning Object; Robotics as Learning Tool; Robots as
Learning Aids

Falkner et. al. (2019)
[21]

Programming
Environments

"Unplugged"/non-digital programming; Symbolic (text-free) visual
programming; Block-based visual programming; Hybrid visual to junior
text programming; General Purpose/Textbased Programming;

Horn et al. (2019) [32]

Tangible Computing

Smart Block Languages; Tangible Demonstration Languages; Externally
Compiled Languages

Malmi et al. (2019) [41]

Tools

Software Applications; Web Application Providing some Service; Software
Frameworks; Definition Language

Scaradozzi et al. (2019)
[63]

Tools, Experiences,
Assessments for
Educational Robotics

(1) Experiences: Learning Evironment; Impact on Curriculum; Integration
of the Robotic Tool; Evaluation of Activities
(2) Educational Robotics Tools: Age; Programming Language; Assembly
feature; Robot’s Environment

Anwar et al. (2020) [4]

Programming
Environments

"Unplugged"/non-digital Programming Using Human or Tangible Objects
or Manipulatives; General Purpose/Text-based Programming without
Computers; General Purpose/Text-based Programming with Computers;
Visual Programming;

Table 3: Our 66 refined categories grouped according to Burnett and Baker’s classification [14]. Only 27 were part of an
actual taxonomy, while others fell into the definitions for
system features, implementation specifications, purpose, or
theories.

Category

N

Examples

Taxonomy

27

Unplugged activities, Text-based
environments, Robotics

Feature

31

Ease of use, Step-wise control of
visualization, Languages supported

Implementation

5

Operating systems, Cost

Purpose

2

Language purpose, Scope

Theory

4

Supports learner, Supports
problem-solving

Engagement & Empowerment Medium

Non-Programming
Environments

Programming
Environments

CS/CT Specific

General Purpose

Non-CS/CT Specific

Device
Simulation
Digital Media
Data Manipulation
Smart Blocks
Visualization of Computing Processes
Finite State Machine

Figure 1: Engagement & Empowerment Medium Hierarchy.
Non-programming environments are described in Table 4
while programming environments are described in Table 5.
CT refers to Computational Thinking.

for K-12 CS education, the examples primarily come from the publicly available dataset at https://csedresearch.org, supplemented
where needed. These groups are further discussed in section 8.
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DISCUSSION

While we also found two main groupings (E&E Medium and Dimensions) similar to the work of Kelleher and Pausch [35], there
are some distinct differences in our eventual taxonomy categorizations. First, teaching systems are a characteristic that programming
environments can have. That is, the environment could have been
designed explicitly for teaching. However, there are many tools
that are used in the teaching of computing that were not designed
for this purpose and it was important to reflect these in our taxonomy. The name and themes represented in E&E Medium was
influenced by this earlier work [35], but has a key difference in
that it includes the possibility that all systems can be engaging and
empowering within their own domains and context and that much
of the empowerment actually comes externally from the curriculum
and classroom in which the system is presented. Lastly, we do not
dictate, nor require, that each system fit squarely into one and only
one categorization in the taxonomy. It is possible for a system to fit
into multiple categories.
Several items in Programming Environments (Table 5) warrant
further elaboration. When looking at the subcategories (Blockbased with symbols, Block-based with text, Hybrid, and Text-based),
there are fewer examples of Block-based with symbols or the Hybrid medium. The Block-based with symbol examples have often
been designed for pre-reading age students, which, prior to a few
years ago, were not a population previously served by computing education. With the shift into K-12 and with the introduction
and proliferation of block-based with text environments and tools
[45], we see a need developing for bridge (hybrid) languages to
shift students from a blocks-based environments and to traditional
text-based coding environments that still dominate professional
software development. These areas seem to be poised to grow in
the near future to fill these growing needs.
In terms of subcategories, Device is novel. The intent of this
category is to capture environments for which the target of the
computation may not be a traditional computer with monitor and
keyboard. Examples of this include environments used to create
programs to run on robots of various types, mobile phones, and
circuit and LED boards. This is another area where there seems to
be growth potential for new environments that create code to be
run on external devices or embedded systems.
While we have currently separated the Simulation and Digital Media subcategories, this distinction may be artificial and not
needed. There is evidence from the SLR that a category of environments that deal with simulations and microworlds should exist
[28, 35, 56]. However, many of the taxonomies found in our SLR
were created before digital media manipulation was possible to
the degree it is today. While games could arguably be considered
simulations, environments specifically designed to manipulate media as computation are not necessarily simulations, but all of these
environments may be able to be combined into a single category
with a comprehensive label. In our future work to vet the taxonomy,
we will need to explore if this distinction is still necessary.
Data Manipulation programming environments are those that
target the manipulation of data. As the field of data science continues to grow, and pushes are being made to include data science
within K-12 education [1] as well as post-secondary education [17],

Table 4: Engagement & Empowerment Medium -> Non-programming environments used to teach computing.
All examples come from the https://csedresearch.org dataset, 2012-2019, unless denoted by *. CT refers to Computational
Thinking.

Category

Description

Digital

Non-Digital

CS/CT-Specific

TLEs specifically created to support learning
of computing and computing concepts

Robot NAO, E-textiles, Raspberry Pi

Potato Pirates*,
Robot Turtles*

Non-CS/CTSpecific

TLEs created to support general learning or
for general usage

New York Times Mapping America,
Google Drive, Youtube

Barrel of Monkeys*,
Beads*, Buttons*

Table 5: Engagement & Empowerment Medium -> Programming Environments.
All examples are from the https://csedresearch.org dataset, 2012-2019, unless denoted by *.
See Discussion (Section 8) for more information on categories denoted by **.

Category

Provides capability for user to:

Block-based
Symbolic

Block-based
Text

Hybrid

Text-based

General-Purpose

Create any type of program.

Scratch Jr

Scratch

Pencil Code,
Stride*

BlueJ*, Eclipse*

Device

Create programs that target a
specific device or system.

Lego
Mindstorms

AppInventor

-

Arduino

Simulation

Program a simulation or within a
microworld environment.

Lightbot*

TurtleArt

Alice, Stride*

Greenfoot,
Karel*

Digital Media

Produce media including graphics,
sound, or games.

Kodu

AgentSheets,
GameMaker

-

GameMaker,
Earsketch,
Processing

Data Manipulation

Manipulate data computationally
(data science).

-

VisComposer*,
Tableau*

-

R*

Physical Smart
Blocks

Create a program using a
programming interface by
assembling physical elements.

Electronic
Blocks, roBlocks,
Bee-Bot*

KIBO*

N/A

N/A

Visualization of
Computing
Processes**

Create visualizations of computing
processes or algorithms.

-

-

-

Jeliot*, Alvis*

Finite State
Machine**

Create finite state machines as
computational engines.

-

jFast*

-

-

we anticipate that future environments may be created (including
those that are symbolic block-based) to meet this need.
Physical Smart Blocks are a relatively new subcategory where
physical objects, in most cases physical blocks, are the computation
devices [32]. This is distinct from the idea of a robot or external
device onto which a program is loaded. Instead, it is the assembling
of these devices themselves that creates the computation. Because
of the nature of these types of environments, they would seem
unlikely to be categorized as hybrid or text-based and we have
marked them as N/A in the table to indicate this.

The last two subcategories, Visualization of Computing Processes and Finite State Machines, represent categories where modern examples were scarce in the K-12 literature. This was not surprising given that these concepts are more advanced computing concepts that would often be covered in the post-secondary level. However, there is considerable historical context for their inclusion that
is derived from the SLR [12, 30, 33, 47, 48, 50, 58, 59, 62, 65, 66, 75].
More research is needed to find the current state of these environments. We leave open the possibility that, while historically
these environments were created and may have been important,
their importance and significance may not be what it once was
and these categories may need to be removed–particularly, if these
environments were not currently active, used, or maintained.

Table 6: Digital Programming Environment Dimensions.
All examples come from the https://csedresearch.org dataset, 2012-2019, unless denoted by *.

Dimension

Description

Automated Assessment
and Submission Tools

Provide ability to submit and give feedback and scoring/grading for pro- Web-CAT*, Gradescope*
grams

Gamified Systems

Provide gamified elements to the learning process (e.g., points, badges,
leaderboards)

Codespells, Gidget

Integrated Development
Environment

Provides programming language(s), code editing, compilation, debugging,
runtime diagnostics

Eclipse*, Processing, Scratch

Teaching Systems

"Simple programming tools that provide novice programmers with exposure
to some of the fundamental aspects of the programming process" [35, p. 84]

Lego Mindstorms, Kodu

Sandbox Systems

Provide open-ended spaces for exploration and learning

Minecraft, Alice

Turning our attention to the non-programming environments
(Table 4), we acknowledge other environments that complement
programming environments and can be used to teach computing
concepts (e.g., computational thinking) and to engage students. For
most, the environment itself would be ineffective at teaching computing concepts. It is the environment coupled with a structured
curriculum that becomes a conduit for students to learn computing concepts. For example, it is not uncommon for teachers to use
physical manipulatives (e.g., beads, buttons, toys, divided bins, egg
cartons or games) in their classrooms to help students understand
computing concepts or algorithms. The tool itself is not a programming environment, but rather the curriculum built around the tool
empowers the learning of computing.
Dimensions (Table 6) should be viewed as orthogonal to the categorizations in Table 5. They represent broad features that may
be available across many programming environments to varying
degrees. We placed the notion of Teaching Systems as defined by
Kelleher and Pausch in Dimensions [35]. Any of the programming
environments that are categorized in Table 5 could be Teaching
Systems if they were designed with instruction and learning at
the forefront (e.g., reduced environment features [28]). However,
programming environments may not have strong Teaching Systems features if they were originally designed for another purpose,
though still used to teach computing (e.g., using Emacs with a C++
compiler running from a command line). There is certainly room
for additional research into these Dimensions to describe the many
features that each contain and to ensure that this is a complete set.
One key feature that is conspicuously missing from our tables
and categories is the notion of programming languages. This was an
interesting development for us during the taxonomy creation process. We decided that support for a language or paradigm is actually
a feature of an environment, but one of only many dimensions that
teachers may be looking for in an environment to support pedagogy. In our SLR, we identified 31 such features (Table 3) that could
be important, including reduced language features [28], support
for collaboration [54], version control [12], debugging [28, 62], and
other user interface issues. While support for a particular language
or paradigm can be an important feature, it is also the case that

Example

many modern environments support multiple languages. This trend
is likely to continue to allow for wider adoption in more varied
circumstances. For example, in our Device subcategory (Table 5),
many of the robots can be programmed in multiple languages and
the executable code loaded onto and executed on the robot.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

With the completion of the first phase of our taxonomy, our next
steps mirror steps 4 through 7 of Whittaker and Breininger’s taxonomy building process [73] (Section 3) and are directed towards
gathering evidence of validity and reliability. In the case of validating the Engineering Education Research taxonomy, Finelli et al.
were able to verify that researchers could assign sets of data to the
same terms with a high degree of agreement, that the taxonomy
was complete and that there was an even distribution of the data
across the proposed terms [22]. This is similar to a Closed Card
Sorting exercise in UX design [53, 68], in which participants are
given a set of items (typically on individual cards) and predefined
categories (like our taxonomy categories), and are asked to place
each item in a category. This provides information on the level
of agreement in which participants place the cards in the same
categories and whether all of the items can be placed.
Borrowing from these methods, our next stage of this process
includes the following steps:
• Gather evidence for face validity by reviewing the taxonomy
with users and subject matter experts,
• Refine the taxonomy based on feedback,
• Gather evidence of content validity by administering a
Closed Card Sorting exercise,
• Revise groupings based on results of the Closed Card Sorting
exercise, and if needed administer a second Closed Card
Sorting exercise, and
• Manage and maintain the taxonomy, including integrating
the taxonomy where possible.
Through these measures, we can ensure that the wider computer
science education research community has input into the terms
and definitions used in the taxonomy and that it further meets the
needs of the community.
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